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Design Build Integration Problem 

Design Build Integration Example: 

Purpose- Explain How We Integrate with Context 
The purpose of this document is to provide an example to explain how we bring 

separate worlds together, how we use relationships, rates, factors and a common 

language to bring separate worlds together.  For example: in manufacturing, we 

integrate Design and Build. Design and Build are separate worlds or integrations 

with separate languages. Language integration is important because the context (or 

meaning) of words is everything in decision support, business modeling, and 

integration. 

Separate integrations with separate languages 
Separate integrations have separate languages, languages specific to their purpose or 

context. Context gives meaning to words. When we pull words out of context, they 

lose their meaning. When businesses integrate Design and Build they are integrating 

two specific languages with a general language. Doing this, they keep words in 

context.   

For Example: Design Build Integration  
We are hoping by understanding Design Build Integration, people will understand the 

power of TeamsWin General Business Model Template. Design and Build are two 

of the nine cells of our TeamsWin template (Product and Process). Understanding 

how those two cells are integrated should equal understanding how all nine are 

integrated. Each of the nine cells are separate context, separate languages. We 

integrate them using the same method as Design Build Integration. 

TeamsWin Integrations  
Our TeamsWin Template recognizes nine integrations. It works from an understanding 

of each of those languages. Keeping them separate, it is a thinking tool for 

understanding general business.  It is supported by an outline of Business Science 

that also keeps them separate. In other words, the way business education has always 

been organized neatly fits into our model.  

Business Science and Education 
Business education teaches business science by teaching separate languages then asking 

people to make decisions by integrating those languages. For example: questions 

like discuss the quality, profitability and management aspects of a specific business 

decision. The answer to that type of question is an integration of integrations like our 

TeamsWin Template and Design Build Integration.  
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Design Build Integration 
Business Models provide design build integration. They simply show the design 

engineer the general business view of the manufacturing engineer, and they show the 

manufacturing engineer the customer’s view or requirements through the design 

engineer’s view. Design engineers are able to design manufacturing efficiencies into 

their design, and manufacturing engineers are able to understand the customer’s 

values. The design integration does not change. The manufacturing integration does 

not change. The design build integration is the way you see those two as part of the 

whole business. The manufacturing view does not change and the engineering view 

does not change, but an understanding of each improves both.   

Summary –General Business Summaries in Context  
Design and build engineers use a third general language to understand each other. 

Keeping context, those three languages are linked by rates and factors from that third 

language. Understanding means “know what” not “know how”. Because they only 

need to understand, general terminology is preferable. Those general business rates 

and factors are summaries in context. 

 


